
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR AND A SUMMARY OF

ADOLF HITLERS VISION

Adolph Hitler, German politician and leader of the Nazi Party, led his nation into a lies stupidity and cowardiceâ€• but
was advised to rather keep the name short. .. Thus, in his twisted vision of religion, Hitler believed he was serving his
God by two years (the last party rallies held because of the advent of World War II).

Hitler was also culturally influenced by the D. This was the home of Hitler through most of his adolescent and
teenage years. German troops made it all the way to the English Channel, forcing British and French forces to
evacuate en masse from Dunkirk in late May. On December 7, , Japanese aircraft attacked the major U. After a
suspicious fire in the Reichstag the German Parliament , on February 28, , the government issued a decree
which suspended constitutional civil rights and created a state of emergency in which official decrees could be
enacted without parliamentary confirmation. Third, he wanted one dominate race of all the same kind of
people. After war broke out, the Nazis shifted from expelling Jews from German-controlled territories to
exterminating them. Visit Website Did you know? Although he had agreed by the terms of the Munich
Agreement not to make further territorial claims, in March Hitler invaded and occupied Czechoslovakia. See
main article: Where Was Hitler Born? Start your free trial today. But to have stopped Hitler might have meant
declaring war â€” a massive decision when most countries wanted to avoid war at all cost. This is a report on a
conversation with Count Bernstorff, a German anti-Nazi campaigner. His mother, Klara, was a housekeeper.
On June 22, France was forced to sign an armistice with Germany. The hardcover edition had a leather spine
with cloth-covered boards. Alan Bullock, Baron Bullock, et al. In the context of this ideological war, the Nazis
planned and implemented the Holocaust , the mass murder of the Jews, who were considered the primary
"racial" enemy. That conquest began with the German invasion of Poland in and the attack on France and the
Low Countries six months later. The name says it all. There have many dictators in the twentieth century that
were considered harsh dictators; Mussolini,Stalin, Saddam Hussein, but no one like Adolf Hitler. Determined
to achieve political power in order to affect his revolution, Hitler built up Nazi support among German
conservatives, including army, business and industrial leaders. He recovered to make a living selling his art
cheaply as a resident in a community "Men's Home. Adolf Hitler took power in and immediately started his
plan to exterminate the Jews. Hitler in Mein Kampf repeatedly speaks of the "masses" and the "herd" referring
to the people. Thanks for watching! He also emphasizes that before he went to Vienna, he was very tolerant
toward Jews as he had not met any Jews previously. On January 1, , the copyright for Mein Kampf expired,
and the book entered public domain. He speaks of not having met a Jew until he arrived in Vienna, and that at
first his attitude was liberal and tolerant. There are no excuses for the things this man made his country do to
the Jewish people. It came in both dark blue and bright red boards with a gold sword on the cover. This gave
the Nazis a clear majority in the government. How has the artist created this impression? Only later would the
world learn that those intentions revolved around the methodical military conquest of Europe from the center
outward, a process one historian of the Second World War has likened to eating an artichoke leaf by leaf from
the inside out. Hitler would finish the second volume of "Mein Kampf" after his release, while relaxing in the
mountain village of Berchtesgaden. Was there a side of Adolf Hitler that the world did not see? Hitler Enters
Politics After WWI, Hitler became convinced he was destined to help Germany, but his first move was to stay
in the army for as long as possible because it paid wages, and to do so, he went along with the socialists now
in charge of Germany. However, his fatal mistake occurred in with the invasion of Russia, through which he
wished to create lebensraum, or "living room. Although the majority of people look down on him for his mass
murder of about 6 million Jews in a short time period, his story of influence on a whole country is incredible.
Hitler was wounded twice during the conflict: He was hit in the leg during the Battle of the Somme in , and
temporarily blinded by a British gas attack near Ypres in  The cover and spine contained an image of three
brown oak leaves. However, as soon as a flaw was noticed, Hitler, with great disappointment would treat them
in an unpleasing and insignificant manner. This view is what caused the Holocaust. Adolf Hitler was
chancellor of Germany from - , and served as dictator from 


